In this paper we study the Calculus of Higher Order Communicating Systems (CHOCS) (Thomsen, Proc. of POPL'89, ACM, 1989, pp. 143-154; Inform. Comput. 116(1) (1995) 38-57) in a denotational setting. We present a construction of a denotational semantics for CHOCS which resides in a domain constructed using the standard constructions of separated sum, Cartesian product, the Plotkin power domain constructor and recursively deÿned domains. We show, under mild restrictions, that the denotational semantics and the operational semantics of CHOCS are fully abstract. We have previously proved using bisimulation arguments that processes as ÿrst class objects are powerful enough to simulate recursion. However, the proof is very long and tedious. To demonstrate the power of the denotational approach we use it to obtain a very simple proof of the simulation of recursion result.
Introduction
The Calculus of Higher-Order Communicating Systems (CHOCS) was presented in [41] and further developed in [42, 44] . This calculus extends CCS by allowing processes to be sent and received in communication. The calculus was given an operational semantics in the Plotkin SOS style and an abstracting equivalence called higher-order bisimulation was introduced based on the Park and Milner idea of bisimulation [29, 26] . Almost all the algebraic laws for CCS carry over unchanged and only obvious new laws for process passing are added. The calculus is expressively powerful and it is possible to encode rather important computational phenomena such as the untyped lambda calculus. In this paper we study CHOCS in a denotational setting.
Although denotational semantics for computer systems have been studied for more than three decades, only few studies of concurrent systems have been undertaken in the denotational setting. Early work by Milner [23] studies denotational semantics for concurrent processes as transducers by modelling them in a mathematical space of resumptions where the state of each transducer is unfolded into its observable behaviour. One technical di culty in [23] was how to model non-determinism. This work led to the development of power domains [31, 36] . The early work by Milner also led to the development of CCS [24, 27] . In [22] Milne and Milner use the Smyth power domain construction to model concurrent processes with value passing in a denotational setting. In [19] Ingolfsdottir and Thomsen use a similar construction, but based on the Plotkin power domain. However, the values in both [22, 19] are independent of the underlying processes and do not allow processes to be passed as values (higher-order processes).
Early attempts to give denotational descriptions of process languages with process passing [21, 11, 20] are all formulated in a category theoretical setting and the main purpose of the papers is to establish functors describing the properties of process passing. A lot of e ort is put into assuring that these functors can be used together with standard domain constructors and in recursive domain equations. We believe that it is not necessary to establish special functors for this purpose and that standard domain theory is su cient to give denotational semantics for languages with processes as ÿrst class objects. In [13, 14] Hennessy presents a fully abstract denotational semantics, using standard domain constructions, for a calculus of higher-order processes similar to CHOCS. As in [19] the calculus in [13, 14] treats the input construct as a functional binder and models it using function space in the denotational semantics. In [15] Hennessy studies higher-order processes in a denotational setting based on notions of higher-order traces and higher-order acceptance trees.
We follow the ideas of [3] and construct a denotational semantics for CHOCS which resides in a domain constructed using the standard constructions of separated sum, Cartesian product, the Plotkin power domain constructor and recursively deÿned domains. Since CHOCS models the input binder by an inÿnite branching over possible input values we do not need to use function space when constructing the denotational semantics for CHOCS. We show, under mild restrictions, that the denotational semantics and the operational semantics of CHOCS are fully abstract.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present the syntax and operational semantics for CHOCS. In Section 3 we extend the idea of bisimulation to a setting allowing processes as ÿrst class objects, this predicate also takes divergence of processes into account following the ideas of [17, 25, 1, 45] . Section 4 presents the domain equation and some of its properties. In Section 5 we present a denotational semantics for CHOCS and show full abstraction -the main theorem of this paper. In Section 6 we use the denotational semantics to obtain a simpler proof of the simulation of recursion result [42] . Finally, Section 7 contains the conclusion and directions for further work.
Syntax and operational semantics
We presuppose an inÿnite set Names of channel names ranged over by a; b; c; : : : and an inÿnite set V of process variables ranged over by x; y; z; : : : . A special symbol not in Names will be used to symbolise internal moves of processes. Let p; q; r; : : : (possible indexed and=or primed) range over process expressions with the following possible forms:
process variable where a ∈ Names; x ∈ V and S : Names → Names.
The syntax di ers slightly from that presented for CHOCS in [41] by the addition of the and the a? F p 1 :p 2 constructs. The ÿrst construct is to be thought of as the always divergent process. The second construct, called ÿnite input preÿx, will be used to approximate the input preÿx a?x:p 1 by p∈Pr a? F p:p 1 [p=x] following ideas for encoding value passing in SCCS from [26] .
The other operators may be interpreted as follows: nil may be thought of as the stopped process with no further communication capabilities. Input preÿx a?x:p is a variable binder and x occurring free in p will be bound by this construct. The process has the capability of receiving any process on the a channel. The received process is put into use by substituting it for the bound variable. Output preÿx a!p :p may be thought of as being able to send the process p on the a channel and thereafter act as the process p. Tau preÿx :p performs the silent action and then behaves as p. (Nondeterministic) choice p + p behaves as either p or p . Which process is chosen depends on the communication capabilities and the choice may be nondeterministic. Parallel composition p | p acts either asynchronously interleaved or by synchronised message passing producing -actions. Restriction p\a acts like p except that communications on the a channel with components in its surrounding context are prohibited. Inside p communications along a can take place since they become silent -moves. As can be seen from the semantic rules for the operational semantics of the restriction operator we interpret this operator as having dynamic scoping. Renaming p[S], where S : Names → Names, acts as p but communication along channels are renamed according to S; e.g. if p can communicate via a then p[S] can communicate via S(a). We use the shorthand notation p[a=b] for the renaming function which is the identity function on all c ∈ Names except b where it returns a. Process variables x are to be bound by input preÿx. They act as place holders and do not occur free in programs.
To avoid heavy use of brackets we adopt the following precedence of operators: restriction or renaming ¿ preÿx ¿ parallel composition ¿ choice. We let Pr denote the set of processes built according to the above syntax. The set FPr of ÿnite processes is the set of processes constructed without the use of the input preÿx construct a?x:p 1 .
Input guards are variable binders. We let FV (p) denote the set of free variables of an expression. A variable x is free if it is not in the scope of a preÿx a?x:p. The set of closed expressions is denoted by CPr. Its members are called processes. Substitution p[q=x] is deÿned in the usual manner taking care of not binding free variables accidentally. The set CFPr is the set of closed ÿnite processes. Note that this set is just expressions constructed without the use of a?x:p 1 and x.
The operational semantics of CHOCS is given in terms of a labelled transition system P = (Pr; Act; →; ↑) with divergence, where Pr is the set of expressions (processes) built according to the syntax of Deÿnition 2.1 and where Act has the form Names × {?; !} × Pr ∪ { } and Names is an uninterpreted set referred to as a set of port names.
We call this structure higher-order communication trees. Transitions p a?p −→ p may be interpreted as "p can receive the process p at port a and in doing so become the process p ". Transitions p a!p −→ p may be interpreted as "p can send the process p via port a and in doing so become the process p ". Transitions p −→ p may be interpreted as "the process p can do an internal or silent move and in doing so become the process p ". Deÿnition 2.2. Let → be the smallest subset of Pr × Act × Pr, where Act = Names × {?; !} × Pr ∪ { }, closed under the rules given in Table 1 .
The divergence predicate ↑ is deÿned syntax directed as the maximal relation satisfying the axioms and rules given in Table 1 .
Note that instead of insisting on an Abelian monoid structure on the set Names of port names as in [26] we simply use the CSP-like notation of ?; ! to indicate the input=output direction of communication. p ↑ may be interpreted as p may diverge. Convergence is deÿned as p ↓ = ¬p ↑. We also study the subsystem of P where all expressions are closed: CP = (CPr; CAct; →; ↑), where CAct has the form Names × {?; !} × CPr ∪ { }.
The following two subsystems will also be studied: FP = (FPr; FAct; →; ↑) and FCP = (CFPr; CFAct; →; ↑), where CFAct = Names×{?; !}×CFPr∪{ }. The special symbol not in Names is used to symbolise internal moves of processes. We use to stand for any action a?p, a!p or . For actions of the form a?p or a!p let a?p = a!p and a!p = a?p. Note that the deÿnition of ↑ yields that only CHOCS processes with unguarded 's are divergent. 
Proof. By induction on the number of inferences used to establish p ↑ and p −→ p .
Higher-order prebisimulation
We now deÿne the notion of a higher-order prebisimulation. To capture the observational behaviour of processes capable of sending and receiving processes we extend the notion of bisimulation. Bisimulation equivalence corresponds to a view where processes are black boxes only distinguishable by their interaction capabilities in di erent environments. This predicate on labelled transition systems with divergence is the extension of bisimulation to take the additional structure of divergence into account. Note that in this paper we will only study strong bisimulation, i.e. we do not abstract away internal -transitions. The question of fully abstract denotational semantics for weak bisimulation is still an open question even in ÿrst-order calculi such as CCS. Deÿnition 3.1. A higher-order prebisimulation R is a binary relation on Pr such that whenever pRq and ∈ Act then: (i) Whenever p −→ p , then q −→ q for some q ; with R and p Rq . (ii) Whenever p ↓ then q ↓ and if q −→ q , then p −→ p for some p ; with R and p Rq ,
If there exists a higher-order prebisimulation R containing (p; q) we write p @ B q.
We may deÿne higher-order prebisimulation as the maximal ÿxed point of a functional on Pr 2 . We deÿne HPB(R) for R ⊆ Pr 2 as the set of pairs (p; q) satisfying clause (i) and (ii) above. It is easy to see that HPB is a monotone endofunction and that there exists a maximal ÿxed point for HPB. This equals @ B .
Proposition 3.2. @ B is a precongruence.
We let ∼ B denote the equivalence generated by @ B ∩ @ B −1 . We shall make use of an alternative (and more explicit) characterisation of higherorder prebisimulation. This is done by giving a decreasing sequence of relations on Pr 2 given by:
This decreasing sequence is bounded below by @ B and we have
Deÿnition 3.4. A transition system P = (Pr; Act; →; ↑) is said to be behaviourally ÿnite i :
Proposition 3.5. If P = (Pr; Act; →; ↑) is behaviourally ÿnite then
Proof. We prove this proposition by showing that if P = (Pr; Act; →; ↑) is behaviourally ÿnite then HPB is anticontinuous. It then follows from classic ÿx point theory [40] that it has got a maximal ÿxed point on a complete lattice. Pr 2 is a complete lattice ordered by subset inclusion and we have k HPB k (Pr 2 ) = k HPB k (Pr 2 ), where HPB 0 = Id and HPB k+1 = HPB k • HPB. Since @ B is deÿned as the maximal ÿxed point of HPB on Pr 2 we have @ B = @ ! . To see that HPB is anticontinuous we must prove
is a decreasing chain of binary relations over Pr.
The " ⊆ "-direction follows directly from monotonicity of HPB and
ÿnd a matching move for q, i.e. and q such that q −→ q with (
Thus for all k there exist k and q k such that q
By the behaviourally ÿniteness condition on Pr there are only ÿnitely many pairs ( k ; q k ). This means that there exists a pair ( ; q ) such that ( ; ) ∈ R k and (p ; q ) ∈ R k for inÿnitely many k ∈ !. Since R k is decreasing in k we have ( ; ) ∈ R k and (p ; q ) ∈ R k for all k ∈ ! and thus (p ; q ) ∈ k R k .
If (p; q) ∈ k HPB(R k ) then if p ↓ also q ↓ and if q −→ q we may ÿnd a matching move for p by an argument as above.
Proposition 3.6. 1. ∀p ∈ FPr:p is behaviourally ÿnite.
2. ∀p; q ∈ FPr:p @ B q ⇐⇒ p @ w q.
Proof. 1 follows easily from Proposition 2.3 and 2 follows from 1 and Proposition 3.5.
In SCCS [26] Milner introduced a generalised choice operator i∈I p i where I is a countable index set. The operational semantics of this construct is deÿned by the following rule: Note that if Names is ÿnite then each set Lev n is ÿnite. Then for any process in CHOCS we deÿne its n'th approximation p n in FPr as follows:
Deÿnition 3.8. p 0 = for all p. We deÿne p n+1 structurally:
If p is closed then p n ∈ CFPr. The approximation p n does not necessarily reside in Lev n since p n 1 [p=x] where p ∈ Lev n may introduce elements in Lev 2n , but we may state the following relationship between p and it approximation p n :
Proposition 3.9. Assume Names is ÿnite; then: ∀n:p ∼ n p n .
Proof. It is laborious to prove directly that ∀n:p ∼ n p n . Instead we prove it indirectly by adapting the technique presented in [12] .
Let F ⊆ Names be a ÿnite set and T F be the set of closed terms which contains no occurrences of any operator a?
F , a?, a! where a = ∈ F. Deÿne A F 0 = { }. Assume there exists a ÿnite set A F n ⊆ FPr such that for every p ∈ T F there exists some ele- 
Note that p n is well deÿned under the assumption that Names is ÿnite and p n+1 ∈ A Names and p ∼ n+1 p n+1 .
This proposition will be an important cornerstone in the full abstraction theorem for CHOCS which we establish in Section 5. The assumption about Names being ÿnite might seem a bit too restrictive from a theoretical point of view. (From an implementational point of view it is quite reasonable.) However, none of the results we have or are going to present about CHOCS need to assume that Names is inÿnite. In the theory of CCS there is at least one theorem [24, 25] which needs the assumption that Names is inÿnite. This theorem shows that the observational congruence can be characterised in terms of +-contexts. Since this is not the case for CHOCS (see [42] ) we have not found any use for assuming Names inÿnite.
A domain equation for higher-order communication trees
We now construct a Domain in which the denotational semantics for CHOCS will reside. As in [3] we shall use the Plotkin power domain with the empty set adjoined. We use the empty set to denote the process nil (i.e. the convergent process with no action). The empty set is added to the Plotkin power domain without being related to anything but itself under the Egli-Milner ordering and we write P 
The operations on P[D], , , {| · |}, Pf and f † (see [3] for deÿnition), may be extended to P 0 [D] , and , and {| · |} are continuous on P 0 [D] . For P 0 f to work we need to assume that f is strict and for f † to work we need to assume that f is strict in each argument. We write {|d | A|} where d ∈ D and A is some sentence, meaning {|d|} if A is true, and ∅ otherwise.
Deÿnition 4.1. Let Names (the set of port names) be a countable set and let Ev = Names × {!; ?} ∪ { } (ranged over by e). Then D, the domain of higher-order communication trees, is deÿned as the initial solution of the domain equation
This domain equation is essentially that of [3] with the structure of actions taken into account. We write ⊥ for the bottom element of e∈Ev D e and {|⊥|} for the bottom element of P 0 [ e∈Ev D e ]. The structure of D is recursive and may be unpacked by the following two parts: 1. Let and −1 be a speciÿed isomorphism pair such that
We shall treat D ∼ = P 0 [ e∈Ev D e ] as identity and thus elide the use of and −1 . They can be put back in without any di culties, but they will clutter the presentation. 2. Initiality. As described in the following. where f a? = × ( k ; k ); f a! = × ( k ; k ) and f = k . D is the "internal colimit" of the k , i.e.: Proposition 4.3. The following properties hold:
We may think of elements d of D as (ÿnite and=or inÿnite) trees. k d cuts the tree to a depth of k. k D is the set of all trees with depth at most k.
The following deÿnition gives an inductive deÿnition of the set of elements d of D which only have depth k: Deÿnition 4.4.
Proof. By induction on k:
The elements of each of the LEV k 's are compact elements of D. We may give an explicit description of the compact elements of D.
• ∅ ∈ K(D).
• {|⊥|} ∈ K(D).
• a ∈ Names;
is exactly the set of compact elements of D.
Proof. Follows from standard results (see [31, 33] ). 
We may consider D as a transition system (D; Act; →; ↑) in the following sense:
We can now show that D is "internally fully abstract", i.e.:
Proof. The proof of this proposition follows the pattern of the proof of Proposition 3:11 in [3] . We shall prove: 
We have k+1 d 1 = X * where
and similarly for a!; ( k ; d 1 ; k d 1 ) ∈ X and we have
∃ a?;
] by the induction hypothesis:
Furthermore, we have shown X EM Y which implies X * EM Y * .
To see (ii) we show that is a higher-order bisimulation. Observe that
This result shows that the denotational domain and the labelled transition system model are equally expressive. The above result is syntax free and therefore not compositional. We need syntax to introduce compositionality and this is the subject of the next section.
A denotational semantics for CHOCS
In this section we deÿne a denotational semantics for CHOCS which resides in the domain D deÿned in the previous section.
First we deÿne some auxiliary functions:
Restriction:
where
Renaming:
where Parallel composition: We need to check that the above functions are well deÿned. This follows since all functions are strict (bistrict) and in fact they are all continuous which is easily checked from their deÿnitions. In the following we shall abuse the notation from the operational description of CHOCS and we write: Parallel composition:
∃ i ; e i ; f i (i = 1; 2):
Proof.
by [31] p: 477
and (vii) is derived from this description.
(viii) and (ix) are derived similarly.
Using the above auxiliary function we may now deÿne the semantic function. The semantic function has to take free variables (to be bound by input preÿx) into account and therefore takes an environment : V → D as an argument. We use the standard notation [d=x] for updating an environment. The environment [d=x] is the same as except on x where it returns d.
Note that the semantics of input preÿx is given as the Big Union of all possible sets of triples a?; (d; <p 1 = [d=x]) where d ∈ D, re ecting that any value d could be received. Alternatively we could say that input preÿx has a choice of any value d ∈ D which is similar to the intuition in the operational semantics of CHOCS.
We need to check that the above deÿnition is sound, i.e. that D< = is continuous in its environment argument. The proof of this is similar to the proof of continuity of the denotational semantics for the -Calculus as presented in [9] . 
Clearly g(d) is continuous. All other cases follow straightforwardly from structural induction. We give one case for illustration:
By induction g 1 , g 2 are continuous and | D is continuous in both arguments. Thus g is continuous. All other cases follow straightforwardly from structural induction. We give one case for illustration:
by the induction hypothesis
by the deÿnition of D< =
For p ∈ CFPr we may ignore the argument for D< =.
Proposition 5.6. For all p ∈ CFPr:p ∼ B D<p=.
Proof. Let us deÿne a height function on CFPr in the following way:
ht( (p 1 ; : : : ; p n )) = sup{ht(p i ): 16i6n} + 1:
Note that both p 1 and p 2 contribute to the height of p in a? F p 1 :p 2 and a!p 1 :p 2 . As an easy consequence of Proposition 5.2, we have
The proposition is proved by induction on ht(p), and the structure of p. The cases arising from the preÿx operators and + are obvious from the close match of moves as can be seen from Propositions 2.3 and 5.2. We give the case where:
since D<p= is convex closed or = a!p and we may argue as above with ? substituted for
If D<p=
−→ d we may argue as above with ? substituted for !.
or ∃d i ; d i ; e i (i = 1; 2): 
Proof. Follows from Propositions 4.10 and 5.6. In Section 2 we deÿned a set of operational approximations p n to p. We now deÿne a set of denotational approximations a n (p) . These are given relative to an environment .
Deÿnition 5.10. For every p ∈ Pr and every n we deÿne a n (p) ∈ D a 0 (p) = {|⊥|} for any p; a n+1 (nil) = ∅;
D (a n (p 1 ) ; a n (p 2 ) );
; a n+1 (a!p 1 :p 2 ) = a! D (a n (p 1 ) ; a n (p 2 ) );
(a n (p 1 ) ); a n+1 (p 1 + p 2 ) = (a n (p 1 ) ) + D (a n (p 2 ) );
The above deÿnition is sound by arguments similar to those given for D< =.
The following proposition establishes the relationship between the operational approximation p n and the denotational approximation a n (p) of p.
Proposition 5.11. For all n and p and any environment : D<p n = = a n (p) .
Proof.
We proceed by induction on n. n = 0: Trivial since for all p and : D<p 0 = = {|⊥|} = a 0 (p) . n + 1: For the induction step we use a subinduction on the structure of p: 
by the deÿnition of a n (p) = a n+1 (a?x:p 1 ) :
All other cases follow straightforwardly from structural induction. We give one case for illustration:
by the deÿnition of a n (p)
Proposition 5.12. For all p and : D<p= = n a n (p) .
Proof. By structural induction on p: p ≡ nil: D<nil= = ∅ = n a n (nil) . p ≡ : D< = = {|⊥|} = n a n ( ) . p ≡ a?x:p 1 :
by the induction hypothesis by the deÿnition of a n (p) = n a n (a?x:p 1 ) :
p ≡ x: D<x= = (x) = n a n (x) . All other cases follow straightforwardly from structural induction. We give one case for illustration:
p ≡ p 1 | p 2 :
by the deÿnition of a n (p) = n a n (p 1 | p 2 ) :
We may now combine all the results obtained so far and state the main theorem of this section: ⇐⇒ ∀n:a n (p) a n (q) by continuity ⇐⇒ n a n (p) n a n (q) by Proposition 5:12
The full abstraction result for CHOCS processes is limited in two ways. It only applies under the assumption that the set of port names Names is ÿnite. As discussed in Section 2 this is not a signiÿcant constraint and from an implementational point of view it is quite natural. The other limitation is that the theorem is stated in terms of the preorder @ ! and not in terms of @ B . This restriction is due to the well known impossibility of modelling unbounded nondeterminism in the Plotkin Power Domain. We may consider the preorder @ ! as representing the "ÿnitary" part of @ B in line with the view of Abramsky [2, 3] .
Recursion
In [41, 42] we showed that we can "program" a recursion construct in CHOCS to obtain inÿnite behaviours. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how to deÿne a denotational semantics for CHOCS and we have shown that this semantics, with mild restrictions, is fully abstract with respect to the operational semantics. These restrictions are due to the well-known impossibility of modelling unbounded nondeterminism in the Plotkin power domain. It is a challenging task to see if the Plotkin power domain for countable non-determinism [34] could be used to resolve this problem for a denotational semantics for CHOCS. , we may generate a domain logic using the framework based on Stone Duality presented in [2] . It is interesting to investigate if and how this domain logic and the denotational semantics may be used to give a compositional proof system for CHOCS along the lines of [39, 46] .
We have limited our study to strong bisimulation since fully abstract models for weak bisimulation are still an open problem even for ÿrst-order calculi.
The semantics studied in this paper is based on early binding for the input construct and we do not therefore need to use function space in the denotational model. As demonstrated in [41, 44] CHOCS can encode the -calculus. Combined with the denotational semantics in this paper this may lead to an interesting semantics for the -calculus which does not use function space in the model. Such a denotational semantics may lead to an interesting operational semantics for the -calculus which is based on early binding, i.e. There have been several studies of higher-order process calculi where the restriction operator is treated as a static binding operator [43, 35] similar to the treatment of restriction in the -calculus [28] . Both Thomsen [43] and Sangiorgi [35] present translations from higher-order process calculi to the -calculus. Recently, Stark has presented a fully abstract denotational model for the -calculus [38] . Although it is possible to combine these results to develop a fully abstract denotational semantics for higher-order processes we are not aware of any such attempts and it is still an open problem to give directly a fully abstract denotational model of static binding for the restriction operator in higher-order process calculi [15, 47] . This problem is akin to the problem of giving fully abstract denotational models for higher-order languages with dynamic creation of references [30, 37] which has turned out to be very di cult. Studies of concurrent processes in a denotational setting are few and far between as can be seen from the reference list of this paper. Most of the studies seem to have uncovered problems with the underlying model which has its foundation in Scott's Domain theory. Only recently a new direction, collectively known as game semantics [7] , has started to (re)address the issue. Game semantics has been succesfully applied to give full abstraction results for higher-order functional languages such as PCF [8, 18] , as well as imperative extensions of such languages [5] . Related ideas have also been applied to the denotational modelling of concurrent processes [4, 6] . However, it is still a challenging open problem to use game semantics to give fully abstract models of higher-order process calculi.
